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Foreword

The European environment for pharmaceutical (pharma) market access and pricing is changing rapidly. European payers are struggling to meet the health demands of their populations. Consequently, health care providers are looking for ways to optimise their expenditure on health care services, and pharma products represent a clearly visible cost payers can attempt to control.

Over the past decade European payers have strengthened their rhetoric on pharma pricing and have implemented policies and pricing arrangements at a regional, country-specific and European level. The ways in which pharma prices are being controlled are many, but overall there is an increasing requirement for pharma companies to demonstrate the budget impact and clinical effectiveness of its products through health technology assessments, budget impact tests and value-based care arrangements.

At the same time, pharma companies are continuing to develop more personalised innovative therapies that can significantly improve patient outcomes. However, this has significant implications for the one-size-fits-all approach to medicating patients. These more innovative therapies have led to increased R&D costs, largely due to the growing complexity of clinical trials and R&D returns are reducing as the potential number of patients a product can treat successfully is smaller. In addition, a shortening of regulatory approval times, through accelerated access schemes for the latest breakthrough innovations, requires pharma companies to generate optimal and robust evidence that satisfies the needs of both regulators and health technology assessment authorities.

For market access initiatives to succeed in this more challenging environment, the pharma industry will need to be more constructive in their dialogue, communicative in their intentions for a product, collaborative with stakeholders, and innovative in the business models they deploy. Pharma can also be a key driver of the move to value-based care by offering new forms of contracting that share cost and risk based on patient outcomes and the quality of services the pharma industry provides. This requires pharma to engage in earlier dialogue with regulators and payers to develop a shared understanding of the clinical and economic benefits of new products, and improve evidence generation during and after clinical trials, through the use of real-world evidence.

Ultimately our report highlights the need for pharma to become a collaborative partner in developing new therapies, build trust and acquire new skills and capabilities to be more agile, technology driven, and tailored in their approach to market access. At the same time, payers need to explore how these new collaborative approaches with the industry can help them use funds more effectively and facilitate better patient outcomes.
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Executive summary

European payers are responding to significant financial and societal challenges
Pharmaceutical (pharma) companies wishing to sell their medicinal products in Europe are required to obtain authorisation from the EU’s European Medicines Agency (EMA). However, that is only the first step. Europe represents a unique challenge for pharma market access and pricing activities. Unlike single regulator countries such as the US and Japan, each European country has its own market access and healthcare system, with different backgrounds, population sizes and epidemiological factors, as well as different payer systems. These differences affect decisions on whether a product will be approved and at what price it will be reimbursed.

Since the 2008 financial crisis, Europe has endured a decade of financial austerity and cost-containment measures. On average across 16 European countries, the GDP spent on healthcare has increased slightly from 9.52 per cent in 2010 to 9.74 per cent in 2016, while the percentage of GDP spent on pharmaceuticals has decreased from 1.50 per cent in 2010 to 1.36 per cent in 2016. At the same time, the burden of an ageing population, increases in chronic diseases and increasing pressure from patients and pharma to fund products for rare diseases has increased significantly, putting pressure on European healthcare systems.

Efforts used to control drug pricing
As a high percentage of healthcare costs are fixed and difficult to tackle in the short term, governments have adopted a number of aggressive pricing strategies to exert downward pressure on consumables, including the price they are willing to pay for new and existing drugs. All governments have introduced policies aimed at changing prescribing behaviour, including generic substitution and prescribing by International Non-proprietary Names (INN). They are also increasing the use of health technology assessments (HTAs). The table below highlights a number of other efforts being used to control pharma spending.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efforts used to control drug pricing</th>
<th>patient co-payments</th>
<th>price cuts</th>
<th>rebates and clawbacks</th>
<th>managed entry agreements</th>
<th>budget caps for individual and groups of products</th>
<th>reimbursement controls</th>
<th>tendering and selective contracting</th>
<th>reference pricing</th>
<th>limiting medications to specific sub-populations</th>
<th>changes to distribution margins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Increasingly, these policies are being used to emphasise the value of pharma products (for example, value-based care (VBC)) by requiring pharma to demonstrate outcomes-effectiveness and cost-based improvements.

Pharma innovation is facing a more challenging market access environment
Fuelled by small-molecule blockbuster drugs, pharma has traditionally approached the European market with a volume-based business model which aims to reach as many patients in a target population as possible. However, scientific advances have enabled a more personalised approach to prescribing. These advances, particularly in genomics and other ‘omics’, are allowing patient populations to be stratified, through the use of bio-marker diagnostic tests, to those who will or will not respond to a treatment. Chimeric antigen receptor T (CAR-T) therapies are the latest example of such highly personalised treatments.

Additionally, pharma products have become more complex. Biologic products (large-molecule formulations) are able to treat difficult diseases such as cancer and autoimmune disorders better than traditional therapies. These highly innovative biologics (such as immunotherapies) are often priced at a premium.

To increase patient access to pharma innovation, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has implemented an accelerated approvals process for breakthrough medicinal products. This programme allows pharma to enter the European market conditionally (for example, using continuous post-approval safety assessments), after demonstrating adequate levels of safety in the clinical trials process (typically around phase 2). However, the shorter length of trials have created challenges for payers and HTA authorities who prefer longer-term data to reduce uncertainty around a pharma product’s efficacy and cost impact. Innovative pharma products are also facing increasing delays to reach patients; the average length of time from market authorisation to reimbursement in Europe increased from 233 days (2007 to 2009), to 318 days (2014 to 2016).
With pricing at the forefront of recent political and societal debate, the payer challenges and other factors discussed above make the market access and pricing environment in Europe increasingly challenging for pharma.

**Value-based approaches to market access and pricing**

Approaches to market access and pricing therefore need to change. There are a variety of value-based contracting models (financial, outcome and service based), of particular interest to some payers. These agreements, which can be based on cost, evidence and risks, require a more collaborative relationship between pharma, payers, providers, physicians and patients, in which all members work together to improve patient outcomes and the performance of health care. In some of these approaches pharma provide health care providers with services that decrease the administrative burden, improve operational and financial performance, and improve patient outcomes. However, payers often prefer discount-based agreements.

**Succeeding in the new market access and pricing environment**

In order to succeed in the European environment, pharma need to communicate their intentions for a product more effectively, be more collaborative with stakeholders, and innovative in the models they deploy for market access and pricing. More specifically:

- **improve understanding of the scientific and economic considerations of both regulators and payers**
- **utilise early access schemes to gather evidence on a product’s safety and efficacy, and partner on services and technologies in order to develop solutions that clearly demonstrate value ‘beyond the pill’**
- **develop regulatory and technical standards and skills to ensure data privacy and interoperability, including registries that allow tracking of outcomes and multi-indication pricing.**

**Next generation market access requires pharma to evolve**

Continued success depends on the pharma industry’s ability to adapt and tailor their approaches to pricing and market access. Pharma companies need to be more agile and enhance their core organisational capabilities to support market access and pricing in a proactive way throughout the life cycle of their products. Moreover, pharma need to understand the new skills and talent organisations will need to succeed in market access endeavours in the future. These core organisational capabilities are:

- **Earlier launch planning focussed on dialogue:** to understand the needs of and collaborate with payers to understand their disease and cost burden; earlier in the R&D process, including early dialogue with payers and collaboration with patients to identify unmet needs and real life experiences.
- **Innovative contracting:** to design contracting and service solutions that meet the genuine needs of the system, payers and patients, deploying multi-disciplinary teams with first-class collaboration and interpersonal skills backed by strong evidence of health system understanding to support the future health system sustainability.
- **Real-world value dossier creation:** using RWE to develop an in-depth understanding of system challenges, physician and patient experiences and the benefits of products and services including the ability to demonstrate value in a more holistic way.
- **Build trust and understanding:** demonstrate that you are a collaborative partner in your therapy area by providing patients and providers with the tools to understand and comply with treatments, and assurance on data use, security and privacy. Develop stronger relationships with payers based on increased transparency.
- **Build the skills and expertise needed for the future:** adopt new ways of working and deploy multidisciplinary teams that engage early in the R&D process and have deep technical skills such as data analytics, health economics and actuarial modelling skills; combined with creative problem solving, advocacy and communication / engagement expertise.

**Conclusion**

In an environment where payers may soon know as much about real-world medicine effectiveness as pharma, the burden of proof for outcome delivery is shifting to pharma companies, and the bar is rising. However, to solve the challenges facing the health care system, a collaborative approach is required where all players adapt their skills and move away from historic methods of engagement. Pharma should build a tailored approach to contracting and market access discussions, using new technical and communicative skills. At the same time, payers need to leverage pharma’s significant skills and commercial capabilities to solve their challenges. It is to both sides’ advantage to engage in more dialogue, communicate, share evidence, and take a value-based approach to the use of medicines across Europe. Without taking these steps, patient access to innovations may be undermined, and the health care system risks becoming unsustainable.
The pharma market access and pricing environment in Europe is rapidly changing

Payers are responding to:

**Aging populations**

By 2030, 25% of the European Union's (EU) population will be aged 65 and over, up from 19% in 2015.

**Chronic diseases**

- From 2018 and 2040, the incidence of cancer is predicted to increase by 23%.
- From 2017 and 2045, the number of people with diabetes (aged 20-79) is projected to increase by 16%.

**Constrained health care budgets are impacting pharma spending**

- GDP spent on the health care has increased from 9.52% in 2010 to 9.74% in 2016.
- GDP spent on the pharmaceuticals has decreased from 1.50% in 2010 to 1.36% in 2016.

**Increasing pressure to fund drugs for rare diseases**

- Worldwide, it is estimated that orphan drug sales will total $216 billion by 2022, up from $125 billion in 2017.
- From 2007 to 2017:
  - The EMA has given 1,544 orphan drug designations.
  - The FDA has given 2,707 orphan drug designations.

**Governments in Europe have tightened policy towards reimbursement and pricing**

2:1 ratio of unfavorable to favorable policies.

Note: *16 European countries were included in this analysis; Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and The UK.*
Pharma are responding to:

**Increasing R&D costs**

- The cost of bringing an asset to market has **increased** from $1.18bn in 2010 to $2.16bn in 2018.

**Falling peak sales per asset**

- Peak sales per asset have **decreased** from $816m in 2010 to $407m in 2018.

**Increasing number of biosimilars entering the European market**

- As of September 2018:
  - the EMA has **authorised** 46 biosimilar products.
  - the FDA has **authorised** 12 biosimilar products.

**Delays in patient access following market authorisation**

- The average **length of time** from market authorisation to the completion of post-authorisation processes has increased from 233 days between 2007 and 2009, to 318 days between 2014 and 2016.

**Pharma should enhance their core capabilities:**

- **Earlier launch planning focused on dialogue:** Understand payer needs earlier in the R&D process through earlier dialogue with payers, providers, physicians and patients
- **Innovative contracting:** Design contracting and service solutions that meet the genuine needs of the system, payer and patient, and support its sustainability
- **Real-world value dossier creation:** Use RWE to develop a true understanding of system challenges, physician and patient experiences and the benefits of your products and services
- **Build trust and understanding:** Be a collaborative partner in your therapy areas and build trust
- **Build the skills and expertise needed for the future:** Consider the skills gap you have between technical and communicative expertise

**Note:**
- **Increasing R&D costs** Information taken from Deloitte’s annual report, *Measuring the return from pharmaceutical innovation 2018.* Figures presented are for the original cohort of 12 large market capitalisation biopharma companies.
Europe is the second largest biopharmaceutical (pharma) market in the world, with the 28 European Union (EU) countries accounting for $211 billion (18 per cent) of the total $1,133 billion market in 2018.\textsuperscript{1}

While countries such as the US and Japan are essentially single markets, Europe provides a unique and distinct challenge for the pharma industry. Within the EU, once the European Medicines Agency (EMA) has clinically approved a pharma product, each pharma company has to navigate a range of diverse European health care systems (largely split between Social Health Insurance and National Health Service frameworks); and local regulatory, market access, reimbursement and cost containment mechanisms before it can launch its products successfully across the continent. These approaches to reimbursement vary from country to country and, in some instances, even within countries. This affects the way pharma products are reimbursed and priced and can lead to pricing variations and disruption to market access for the same product across Europe.

The financial constraints on pharma innovation
The market context is changing fast as payers and providers seek to respond to increasing demands from ageing populations living longer with chronic non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as cancer and diabetes. The burden of NCDs in Europe is expected to grow as the population continues to age. In Europe, the incidence of cancer is expected to increase by 23 per cent between 2018 and 2040.\textsuperscript{2} Similarly, between 2017 and 2045 the number of people (aged 20-79) with diabetes is expected to increase by 16 per cent.\textsuperscript{3} This increasing demand is occurring at the same time as countries are attempting to control health care spending. It also follows a decade of prolonged economic austerity and cost containment policies implemented by countries across the EU. According to the OECD, in 16 European countries, the percentage of GDP spent on health care has slightly increased from 9.52 per cent in 2010 to 9.74 per cent in 2016 (see Appendix).\textsuperscript{4}

For health care providers and payers, expenditure on pharma products represents a visible category of cost that they can measure and control. Governments have introduced a number of policies to manage the cost of pharma products more effectively. As a result, and despite a rising cost per patient for new treatments, the percentage of GDP spent on pharmaceuticals has decreased, as an average for 16 European countries, from 1.50 per cent in 2010 to 1.36 per cent in 2016 (see Appendix).\textsuperscript{5}

In contrast, the average launch price of innovative pharma products is rising due to increasing molecular complexity, changing modality of treatments (such as, combination therapy) and decreasing size of the targeted population (for example, precision therapies). Moreover, the launch prices of cancer drugs have more than doubled over the last 20 years. The escalating cost of pharma innovation, coupled with EU payers becoming more budget conscious, is increasing pressure on drug manufacturers to demonstrate evidenced-based cost-effectiveness and value through value-based care (VBC) initiatives that shift a higher level of responsibility and risk to manufacturers.

However, pharmaceutical cost containment policies across Europe are creating points of tension between manufacturers of innovative products, payers and providers. This risks stifling innovation and could reduce the access patients have to new therapies.

Reimbursement and pricing
Over the past seven years, there have been numerous policy developments across Europe aimed at influencing pharma pricing while improving access to new medicines. However, the balance of these changes is more heavily weighted towards tightening the control and toughening the rhetoric of pricing and reimbursement at a country-specific and European level (See Figure 1). Our analysis of the wider European market identified a ratio of 2:1 in terms of unfavourable to favourable policies, as the evidence requirements for reimbursement increase and the tolerance for imperfect clinical data declines.
Figure 1. Ongoing changes to the pharma market access and pricing environment across the EU5

- **Less pressure on price**
  - 2012: Only drugs >€50m subjected to cost-benefit analysis and assessment of “additional benefit”

- **Easier HTA process for orphan drugs**
  - 2012: Additional benefit is considered proven at MA if the budget impact is < €30m/year

- **New HTA process**
  - 2013: UK Early Access to Medicines Scheme (EAMS) started

- **Increase in QALY threshold**
  - 2017: NICE introduced £100,000-£300,000 QALY for ultra-orphan drugs

- **Tougher HTA process**
  - 2014: Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme introduced

- **Tougher HTA process**
  - 2016: New framework for orphan drugs which gives less flexibility to pharmaos

- **Drug development incentives**
  - 2018: Financial model for high cost drugs introduced

- **Payback regulation amendment**
  - 2018: Budget Law introduced allowing for VAT recovery on paybacks

- **New price comparison**
  - 2012: Reimbursement based on interchangeable generics

- **New drug spending cap**
  - 2014: ATU reimbursement capped at €10,000 per patient per year for drugs that have pre-tax sales of more than €30m per year in France

- **Tougher reimbursement process**
  - 2014: Pharmacoeconomic analysis used as part of pricing process

- **Tougher HTA process**
  - 2017: New affordability test for drugs ≥ £20m per year over first 3 years

- **Reduced drug spending cap**
  - 2019: Orphan drugs threshold may decrease to EUR30m

- **Tougher HTA process**
  - 2017: Increased re-evaluation of drugs

Note: Policies covered in the figure are not representative of all changes occurring across Europe
Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Cumulatively, these shifts place pressure on how pharma products are priced and how pharma budgets are managed within each country. Indeed, a wide range of policies have been implemented across Europe, these include:

- changes to prescribing behaviour including generic substitution and prescribing by International Non-proprietary Names (INN)
- price cuts
- managed entry agreements
- reimbursement controls
- reference price changes including increases in frequency and changes in the basket of countries
- changes to distribution margins
- rebates and clawbacks
- tendering and selective contracting
- budget caps for individual and groups of products
- patient co-payments
- limiting medications to specific sub-populations.

There has also been an increasing use of health technology assessments (HTA) to appraise products' clinical and economic value in order to limit reimbursement levels. Examples include:

- In 2014, the UK government introduced its latest Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS), which allows the Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry (ABPI) to negotiate the prices of branded drugs for a fixed 5 year period on behalf of the Department of Health (DH). Pharma organisations voluntarily sign up to the PPRS. Pricing control practices employed by the PPRS include budget caps for individual and groups of products. Between 2014 and 2017, the scheme has limited the growth in spending by NHS England on medication to an average of 0.9 per cent annually (0 per cent in 2014 and 2015, and 1.8 per cent in 2016 and 2017).7

- In 2014, the Dental and Pharmaceutical Benefits Agency (TLV) in Sweden implemented the 15-year rule, which cuts the price of drugs by up to 7.5 per cent for those with little generic competition and on the market for 15 years or more. Moreover, the rule is based on the date when a drug (i.e. active ingredient and form) was first introduced to the market, meaning that it also applies to drugs that have been on the market for fewer than 15 years.8

- In 2017, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK introduced the £20 million budget impact test for medicines which are predicted to cost more than £20 million in any of their first three years of use. Reaching the threshold results in discussion between NHS England and the manufacturer to limit the impact of the medication on NHS England's budget.9

- In 2017, through its yearly Social Security Finance Act (LFSS), France introduced a reimbursement cap of €10,000 per patient, per year for drugs with pre-tax sales of €30 million per year.10

Countries are also increasing their individual capacity and capability to negotiate with pharma on pricing (See Case study 1).

Case study 1: The Commercial Medicines Unit (CMU) providing procurement and tendering expertise to NHS England

The UK's Commercial Medicines Unit (CMU), formally part of the Medicine, Pharmacy and Industry Group of the UK Government's Department of Health, moved into NHS England's Specialised Commissioning team in 2017.11 The CMU works in partnership with NHS England and helps the health service with the contracting of medicines used within England, particularly for secondary care. Moreover, the CMU provides analysis of expenditure and procurement support to providers for a range of medicinal products, including branded and generic medicines. The CMU has a range of tools that it utilises to provide transparency on the tendering and procurement process. These tools include an online pharmacy catalogue and an eTendering system to track activity and contract negotiations.12
Additionally, smaller European countries have banded together – or are beginning to – in order to increase their bargaining power and share scientific knowledge and methods for economic appraisals (See Figure 2).13, 14, 15, 16

**Figure 2. Cross-country collaborations formed to negotiate on pharma pricing**

**The BeNeLuxAI collaboration:** beginning in 2015, and originally consisting of Belgium and the Netherlands, the BeNeLuxAI collaboration has extended to include Luxembourg, Austria and more recently Ireland in 2018. The collaboration aims to consolidate the bargaining power of its nations to ensure patients have timely access to medications and that they are affordable. As of mid-2018, the nations involved have launched pilot projects to cooperate on horizon scanning, information sharing and policy exchange, joint HTA, and increasing the transparency on the costs and pricing of pharma products between the countries.

*Combined population size (2018): 42.7m*

**The Visegrad Group:** the group is a cooperation between Czechia, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. In April 2017, representatives from each country in the group met to discuss and establish a basis for the countries to cooperate in obtaining affordable prices for medicinal products within their respective countries.

*Combined population size (2018): 63.8m*

**The Valletta Declaration:** in May 2017, Malta, Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Spain, and Portugal signed a declaration to explore strategies to better negotiate the prices of pharma products with manufacturers. In 2018, Ireland, Romania, Slovenia and Croatia (as an observer) have also joined the group. In a meeting in May 2018, the group agreed to continue to work on joint assessments and negotiations, explore negotiations for products already assessed, reinforce information exchange between the countries and analyse areas in which there is growing expenditure.

*Combined population size (2018): 159.3m*

Source: BeNeLuxA, 2018; Euactive, 2018; Infarmed, 2018; Visegrad, 2017; Worldometers, 2018
For pharma companies looking to access the European market, the pricing environment is becoming significantly more challenging, especially in terms of achieving a balance between market access and obtaining reasonable prices for their products. This is particularly true for highly innovative products such as personalised medicines and combination therapies. Moreover, the banding of countries also raises a number of questions on how negotiations will be conducted in the future and whether they will take into account different pricing reforms and reimbursement strategies wanted by individual countries.

The increasing number of orphan drugs on the market, coupled with an expected rise in drugs granted orphan designation, are resulting in payers spending an ever larger proportion of the drug budget on ‘rare’ diseases that, in aggregate, can no longer be considered rare. Orphan drugs represent a high cost area for health care and a lucrative opportunity for pharma. For example, in 2017 the average cost per patient (based on list prices) of an orphan drug in the US was $147,308 compared to $30,708 for a non-orphan drug.18 However, many health care providers do not pay these prices due to negotiated discounts.

Worldwide, it is estimated that orphan drug sales will continue to grow, with the market totalling $216 billion by 2022, up from $125 billion in 2017.19 Additionally, orphan drugs are estimated to account for 55 per cent of the cumulative value of the European pharma pipeline through to 2022.20 The current and forecast costs attributed to orphan drugs are creating further pressure on health care systems in Europe. As a result, payers in Europe are requiring pharma manufacturers to provide a stronger evidence base over a longer time period to justify the prices of rare disease products.
Part 2. Innovating in a more challenging environment

Pharma medical innovations over the last 40 years have been crucial to improving life expectancy and health outcomes for patients across the world. Traditionally, pharma has used a volume-based business model, whereby it produced small-molecule products that could treat as many patients as possible. This model produced numerous blockbuster drugs (a drug whose revenues exceed $1 billion annually), and in the 1990s and early 2000s was highly successful at producing treatments for large patient populations.

The 2000s saw pharma’s R&D focus shift towards large-molecule formulations (biologics) due to their enhanced selectivity in treating disease and improved impact on patient outcomes. However, biologics, which are derived from living cells, are inherently more complex and expensive for pharma to discover, develop and manufacture than their small-molecule counterparts. Advances in genetics allow patient populations to be further stratified to those who will or will not respond to a treatment. Consequently, R&D costs for pharma are increasing at the same time as the potential target population for new products is reducing, meaning companies have to recoup R&D investment from smaller patient populations. Treatment regimes are also changing from the use of single drugs to combination therapies, and the use of companion diagnostic tests to identify responsive patients early on in the treatment process.

Indeed, findings from Deloitte’s annual report, Measuring the return from pharmaceutical innovation 2018, indicate that the cost of bringing an asset to market has increased from $1.18 billion in 2010 to $2.16 billion in 2018 for 12 large-cap pharma companies. Over the same time, peak sales per asset have decreased from $816 million to $407 million. The average length of time from the discovery of a new medicine to its approval has remained at 10-12 years, largely due to the complex regulatory requirements needed for approval.

Reimbursement thresholds for personalised medicines
Personalised medicine is a treatment and prevention approach that takes into account a person’s genetics, lifestyle and diagnosis. It allows doctors and researchers to predict more accurately, through the use of bio-marker diagnostic tests, which treatment strategies for a particular disease will work and for which groups of people. It contrasts with the traditional ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach in which disease treatment and prevention strategies are developed for the average person, with less consideration for differences between individuals (See Figure 4).

Figure 4. Traditional vs personalised approaches to the treatment of patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional approach</th>
<th>Personalised approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient group</td>
<td>Patient group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit provided to a group of patients</td>
<td>Benefit provided for all patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% of patients treated with standard therapy (for example, “drug A”)</td>
<td>Diagnostic/biomarker test helps stratify the patient population based on what treatments will work for each patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td>Receives drug A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No benefit</td>
<td>Receives drug B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse event</td>
<td>Receives drug C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This is an illustrative example not based on any particular personalised medicine product available on the market
Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Given the treatment’s complexity and smaller treatment population, the cost of research, manufacturing and downstream market prices of precision medicines tend to be higher. Moreover, the clinical and budget impact requirements of payers and HTA authorities are resulting in some manufacturers struggling to find an equitable balance between budget constraints and uptake of innovation, despite therapies showing improved patient outcomes. For example, high cost precision medicines may sometimes fail to meet the cost-effectiveness criteria to qualify for reimbursement. This issue is exacerbated in Europe by a lack of consensus on appraisal methods, reimbursement thresholds and what price to outcomes ratio is deemed cost-effective. This is an issue European countries are working together to resolve, as discussed in this report.

**More certainty on efficacy over the longer term**

The regulatory, reimbursement and health economics frameworks in Europe have differing evidence requirements when appraising new pharma products. These differences can result in a product receiving regulatory approval but not reimbursement approval within a particular market. Around the world, including Europe, regulators have sought to speed up their assessment processes through shorter clinical trials to enable patients with unmet medical needs access to the latest pharma innovations. However, the increase in accelerated assessments has created a situation where the amount of evidence captured may not be substantial enough to satisfy the needs of HTA appraisers (See Figure 5).

**Figure 5. The needs of patients, the pharm industry, regulators and health economics bodies**

- **Regulator needs**
  - proof of efficacy and safety
  - clinically meaningful and statistically significant change compared to the standard of care
  - indication of the wider wellbeing of the patient
  - based on EMA-validated endpoints

- **Pharma industry needs**
  - faster approvals
  - certainty on market access
  - certainty on stable prices that reward innovation

- **Health economics body needs**
  - focus on mid to long term clinical benefit and economic impact
  - uncertainty of extrapolation from short term benefit to long term impact
  - use of validated surrogate endpoints correlated to outcomes to show long term impact
  - focus on quality of life metrics often not captured

- **Patient needs**
  - improved outcomes
  - increased quality of care
  - greater engagement on health

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
The use of shorter trials can result in smaller differences captured between new and existing products, which is at odds with the longer-term data required by payers and HTA authorities to demonstrate stronger differences between products and reduce uncertainty about a product’s efficacy. Therefore, innovative products going through accelerated approvals, without additional data collection strategies, may fail to meet the impact thresholds needed to obtain reimbursement. Figure 6 highlights the differences between shorter and longer-term trials in capturing and supporting the value of a pharma product. With the increasing use of accelerated approvals, a balance is needed to satisfy both regulatory and economic appraisal requirements, requiring more constructive dialogue between regulators and HTA authorities.

The use of adaptive trials, innovative contracting models and data acquisition based on real-world evidence (RWE) can have a number of positive impacts that serve all stakeholders, which we believe include:

- a stronger correlation between surrogate endpoints and long-term impact
- reduced time to gain market access
- reduction in the health economics body’s level of uncertainty over the efficacy and safety of a product
- increased confidence in the product by health care providers and patients
- increased likelihood of reimbursement.

**Figure 6. Longer trials can allow pharma to demonstrate the true value of their products**
More price competition for the most innovative products

Biologics unlike their small-molecule counterparts, are able to interact in specific ways with biological systems, thereby providing more effective treatments for patients. In comparison to traditional therapies, biologics are able to treat difficult diseases such as cancer and autoimmune disorders more effectively, and in some instances are able to offer cures, such as recently approved CAR-T immunotherapies to treat childhood leukaemia. Biologics represent an increasing proportion of pharma’s R&D pipeline, totalling 38 per cent of the pipeline in 2017, up from 25 per cent in 2010. Biologics are more expensive than small molecule drugs and tend to maintain a price premium for longer after loss of exclusivity due to less competition. Indeed, a small number of branded large molecule formulations constitute a large proportion of prescription drug revenue, making biologics an increasingly important category for pharma. In 2016, a leading biologic product produced 63 per cent of its parent company’s revenues.

Similar to the generics boom in the 2000s, biologic therapies face their own competitive and pricing pressure through biosimilar medications. However, biosimilars are not identical copies to the originator biologic molecule and, unlike generics, are more complicated to manufacture, require more rigorous testing and research than simply copying the original drug, and tend to be authorised and approved at a slower rate. They are therefore much more costly to bring to market than generics; this means there have been fewer competitors and historically have obtained smaller discounts compared to the originator, leading to fewer incentives for health care providers to switch patients.

Nevertheless, following the publication of the EMA’s Guidelines on similar biological medicinal products in 2004, there has been an increasing emphasis on the use of biosimilar products due to the savings they can provide for the continent’s health care systems. As of September 2018, the EMA has authorised 48 biosimilars for use in Europe. By comparison, the US FDA implemented a regulatory framework much later, in 2010, with final guidance issued in 2015. As of September 2018, the FDA has approved 12 biosimilar products. One such biosimilar entry was reported to have saved €85 million annually across 17 EU countries since 2011.

However, health care payers in Europe have struggled to convince physicians and providers to switch to prescribing biosimilars instead of biologic medications. More recently, individual European countries have started to support the use of biosimilar medications in order to push both cost savings and changes in physician prescribing behaviours. Examples include:

- In March 2017, the Austrian parliament adopted a new pricing regime for generics and biosimilars. On market entry of a generic or biosimilar, the manufacturer of the original product will be requested to reduce the price by up to 30 per cent.

- In September 2017, NHS England issued new guidance which aims to have 90 per cent of new patients prescribed the best value biological medicine within 3 months of the launch of a biosimilar medicine, and at least 80 per cent of existing patients within 12 months. By 2020/21, the UK has targeted potential savings of at least £200-300m per year.

- In February 2018, as part of the France’s 2018-2022 National Health Strategy, the country aims to reach 80 per cent biosimilar penetration by 2022 – which represents an increase from the previous year’s 70 per cent target.

As a result, it is becoming more difficult for pharma in Europe to sustain stable prices for their biologic originator products after patent expiry and recover the higher R&D costs required to produce them.

Innovation struggles to reach patients

In Europe, pharma products are also struggling to reach patients quickly, with the gap between market authorisation and patient access widening. Research conducted by the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) analysed the length of time it takes pharma products to reach patients after obtaining EU marketing authorisation across a range of European countries between 2007-2009 and 2014-2016. Deloitte analysis of the data set found that of the countries covered in both EFPIA analysis (i.e. the 2007-2009 and 2014-2016 data set), the average number of days it takes to complete post-marketing authorisation processes has increased from 233 days for products covered in the 2007-2009 analysis, to 318 days for those covered from 2014-2016. The largest increase in the number of days it takes complete these activities was seen in Portugal (an increase of 288 days), Ireland (an increase of 251 days), and Austria (an increase of 241 days).
Note: 2014-2016 average is of those countries included in the chart. 2007-2009 average excludes the UK and Germany due data not being available for the countries in older reports produced by EFPIA. With the reason sited in the 2007-2009 analysis by EFPIA being “For the purpose of the “Patients W.A.I.T. Indicator”, it is considered that Germany and the UK allow access to new medicines upon marketing authorisation – in these countries, no pricing / reimbursement process needs to be completed before new medicines can be prescribed to patients. However, other hurdles to access – which are not within the scope of this analysis – may apply in these countries.” Data in the chart is arranged by longest length of delays as per the 2014-2016 EFPIA data set

Source: EFPIA, 2010 and 2018
Part 3. New approaches to access and pricing

Because of the challenges presented by the current European market, the approaches to pharma market access and pricing are changing. The market context dictated by regulators and payers requires pharma to demonstrate the long-term value of its products and contribute to the health system in clinical, operational and financial outcomes, thereby fueling a greater emphasis on VBC.

In turn, regulators and payers in some markets have become more receptive to new models of regulatory approval and pricing and how innovation can reach patients faster.

For pharma products, these include:

- accelerated approvals for breakthrough products
- new models of contracting
- a requirement for greater service participation.

Accelerated approvals allow pharma to derive revenue faster

Leading regulators across the world have implemented processes that speed up the appraisals, approvals and market access for pharma products (See Figure 8).

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019; FDA, 2018; EMA, 2018; Global Forum, 2018; PMDA, 2017; Accelerated access review, 2016

Figure 8. Key pharma accelerated access schemes across the world

UK: In 2016, The UK Government published its Accelerated Access Review, which makes recommendations to make it easier for NHS patients to access innovative medicines, medical technologies, diagnostics and digital products, in order to improve efficiency and patient outcomes. Recommendations include:
- early dialogue and greater support from innovation bodies
- shortened pre-market authorisation clinical development
- concurrent regulatory and HTA processes
- pre-EMA reimbursement, flexible pricing and conditional entry periods
- adoption support and uptake incentives.

EU: The EMA has an accelerated approval process that aims to review market-authorisation applications as part of the centralised procedure that are of major interest for public health or innovative within their therapy area. Accelerated assessments shorten evaluation from 210 days to 150.

China: In Dec 2017, the Chinese FDS (CFDA) announced the following priority review and approval measures in order to encourage pharmaceutical innovation in China. The measures stated that drugs that fulfil one of the following criteria will be considered for priority review and approval:
- drugs with significant clinical value such as innovative drugs that have not been launched in or outside of China; drugs that deploy advanced manufacturing technologies, innovative treatment methods and have significant treatment advantage
- drugs with significant clinical advantage in treating diseases such as AIDS, tuberculosis, rare diseases, or malignant cancers.

US: The US FDA has several process in place to speed up the availability of drugs that treat serious diseases. This includes a:
- Fast Track process to facilitate the development and expedite the review of drugs to treat conditions with an unmet need
- Breakthrough Therapy process to review drugs which demonstrate substantial improvement over other therapies
- Accelerated Approval process for serious conditions with an unmet medical need to be approved based on surrogate endpoints
- Priority Review designation in which the FDA must take action on an application within 6 months, if the drug can provide significant improvements in the diagnosis and treatment of a condition.

Japan: Since 2015, the Japanese PMDA has be trialling its “Sakigake” accelerated approval scheme for innovative drugs and medical devices. The scheme allows manufacturers, based on pre-established conditions, to gain early approval for their products if they achieve reasonable standards of safety and efficacy in exploratory clinical trials.
The underlying aim is to increase patient access and adoption rates for new therapies developed by the pharma industry by using the approvals process usually reserved for breakthrough products or those with an unmet medical need. Accelerated pathways fundamentally change the model for approvals from one that is rigid in its approach to one that is agile, adaptive, iterative and allows pharma to generate early revenue if they successfully navigate the process (See Figure 9). In these schemes regulators are willing to assess clinical efficacy and safety data during exploratory trials and grant manufacturers' access to the market based on conditions, such as being able to continue to assess efficacy and safety data while the product is on the market. These market access conditions are important as manufacturers and payers can negotiate prices and reduce long-term risk based on a product reaching certain milestones: for example, providing better patient outcomes in comparison to a competitor or reducing payer and provider costs.

Interest in and use of accelerated approval schemes has been growing among manufacturers due to the early market access and revenue they can provide. For example, between 2014 and 2017:

- the EMA received 78 requests for accelerated appraisal, accepted 50, with a peak of 17 approvals in 2015, and denied 28. Moreover, the agency recommended 52 per cent (26 pharma products) of these approved appraisal requests as medications.
- the FDA, through its Breakthrough Therapy scheme (combining data from the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research and Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research) received 500 requests for appraisals, accepted 191, with a peak of 59 in 2017, and denied 248. Moreover, the agency recommended 49 per cent (94 pharma products) of these approved appraisal requests as medications.

Source: Eichler et.al, 2016; Deloitte LLP, 2019

Figure 9. Key characteristics of the standard and accelerated access models of pharma regulatory approval
Innovative contracting

Innovative contracting is an evolving paradigm in pharma pricing which facilitates VBC, of which there are a variety of different models (see Figure 10). Globally, from 1995 to 2018 the number of innovative contract cases submitted totalled 477, with 283 (60 per cent) of these in Europe. The number of cases submitted in Europe was highest in Italy (88), followed by the UK (70) and then Sweden (68), and lowest in Slovenia (1), followed by France (3), and Belgium (4). Innovative contracting was primarily used to support therapies in oncology, endocrinology and neurology, accounting for 50, eight and six per cent, respectively, of submitted cases.47

Figure 10. Types of innovative value-based contracts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreements to increase financial certainty</th>
<th>Agreements to increase outcome certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Population level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Population level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price/volume</td>
<td>Risk-sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tiered price based on the volume of prescriptions</td>
<td>• Manufacturer discounts/pays back the cost of the therapy for the patients with sub-optimal results or missed health outcomes guarantee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tiered price based on market share of customers total product purchases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost capitation (population)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Adherence-based</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total drug spend capped, regardless of dosage/quantity used</td>
<td>• Total cost of the product is directly linked to adherence based on predefined metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost capitation (individual patient caps)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Evidence-based</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fixed price per patient, regardless of dosage/quantity used</td>
<td>• Payments linked to the evidence generated from trial or registry outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Portfolio package</strong></td>
<td><strong>Shared accountability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• First and second line combination product package provided at an advantageous price</td>
<td>• Shared accountability model with payers to unlock value, e.g. creating treatment protocols that improve outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost sharing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pay for performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The cost of treatment is shared between payer and manufacturer for a limited period of time</td>
<td>• Manufacturer liable for treatment failures; continued reimbursement dependent on positive clinical outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free patient treatment initiation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bundled service</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Free prescriptions for first cycle of therapy</td>
<td>• Additional patient services offered by the manufacturer with the product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Given the significant financial constraints on European payers, there has been increasing emphasis to move away from the traditional volume-based pricing of pharmaceuticals to ones based on health outcomes, risk sharing and cost containment. Analysis by the Economist Intelligence Unit in 2016, commissioned on behalf of Medtronic, evaluated the presence of VBC systems across 25 countries. In Europe, the study showed that there has been a gradual shift in alignment towards aspects of VBC, in particular towards outcome-based payment approaches, albeit to varying extents in the countries covered (see Figure 11). These variations may be a reason why the uptake of innovative contracting has been slow and generally occur at a local rather than national level.

Figure 11: Alignment with value-based care, by country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Alignment with value-based healthcare</th>
<th>Enabling context, policy and institutions for value in healthcare</th>
<th>Measuring outcomes and costs</th>
<th>Integrated and patient focused care</th>
<th>Outcome-based payment approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016
Approaches to contracting vary in their scope and execution and can be tailored to the specific needs of the product and the launch market. The rise of innovative contracts shows that payers, providers and manufacturers are developing closer relationships and more constructive dialogue, and are moving away from traditional price/volume agreements. The success of the more innovative contracting models relies on the ability of the manufacturer to provide solutions that address a genuine challenge for the payer, are easy to administer, and built on aligned interests and use realistic payment terms. The more progressive approaches range from the bundling of additional services on top of products in order to support providers in achieving efficiency improvements and pathway cost reductions, and the use of outcomes-based approaches that link reimbursement to the health outcomes of a patient (See Case study 2).

Although a variety of contract models have been proposed by pharma, payers may still be unwilling to participate in discussions. Factors that may detract from the feasibility of VBC and innovative contracting include a lack of transparency and trust between pharma organisations and payers, the administrative burden associated with VBC, and a perception that increased contractual complexity increases payer risk.

Moreover, payers should also consider indication-based pricing (IBP), whereby a pharma product can have different prices depending on the value it provides for specific medical indications. Within the US a sense of the value IBP can offer payers and the pharma industry is gaining traction. However, within Europe there has been little discussion on IBP.

Case study 2: Examples of outcomes-based payment approaches

There are a variety of outcomes-based approaches implemented across the world. Below are a few examples of some of the contracting schemes. These include:

- **Cost-sharing agreements**: where full or partial discounts are offered for the initial cycle of treatments, such as the use of Sunitinib, a drug used for patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma treated by the NHS. Under this scheme, the first treatment cycle of 6 weeks (costing an average of £3,139 per patient) is provided free via a patient access scheme. Subsequent cycles are funded by the NHS until disease progression.

- **Risk-sharing agreements**: where a partial or full price discount is offered if patients do not respond to treatments. For example, through the use of a genetic test, a manufacturer was able to offer a non-small cell lung cancer drug to Spanish payers based on a risk-sharing agreement. In a study involving 41 patients, the agreement used genetic-testing to define the patient population, where patient outcomes were evaluated at week eight and week 16 of the treatment. If the treatment failed, the total cost would be reimbursed to the payer. Compared to traditional payment methods, the payer saved 4.5 per cent on overall treatment costs when assessed at week 16 of treatment and saved €36,000 in total (approximately €880 per patient).

- **Payment-by-results**: where payments to the manufacturer increase or decrease depending on patient outcomes. For example, in 2018, AstraZeneca, a global pharma manufacturer, and Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, a large not-for-profit health services company in the US, signed a deal for an outcomes-based approach over their asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease drug, Symbicort. The agreement sees Harvard Pilgrim monitoring whether asthma-related symptoms for patients on Symbicort are in line with the clinical trial results provided by AstraZeneca. If the occurrence of worsening symptoms/exacerbations requiring medical intervention exceed predetermined thresholds based on the clinical trials data, Harvard Pilgrim will be charged a lower amount. Also in 2018, Harvard Pilgrim reached a outcomes-based agreement with Alnylam Pharma to provided its rare disease therapy, ONPATTRO, for patients with polyneuropathy of hereditary transthyretin-mediated (hATTR) amyloidosis.
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Requirement for greater services participation
As demonstrated in our 2018 report, Medtech and the Internet of Medical Things, the successful implementation of services can transform an organisation from a supplier of innovative products into an innovative partner for health care delivery, rewarded for improving health care performance. With the rhetoric around VBC continually developing, the life sciences industry as a whole is being required to build closer relationships with payers that go beyond purely supplying products.

According to data from Eurostat, 49 per cent of the EU population self-reported the use of prescription medicines in 2014, with the highest usage among those 75 years of age and above, at 87 per cent. Given the pervasiveness of pharma products among European populations, there is a significant opportunity for the industry to offer services that support patients and health care providers with drug administration, monitoring and self-management, pre-, peri- and post-treatment support, complementary therapies, and patient rehabilitation and education programmes (See Figure 12).

Figure 12. Services can be used to support patients and health care providers in a number of ways

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
A number of pharma companies already provide services that deliver additional value to the organisations they are working with. However, due to the different requirements from country to country and sometimes between country-specific providers, initiatives often occur locally or regionally, and rarely at national level. Service design requires pharma to not only think differently about how they charge for their products but also about the way in which they collaborate both internally and externally. It also requires a greater level of understanding of the local health care system and the partnership pathways available (See Case study 3).

...the successful implementation of services can transform an organisation from a supplier of innovative products into an innovative partner for health care delivery, rewarded for improving health care performance.

Case study 3: Louisiana Department of Health seeking Netflix type subscription model for hepatitis C drugs

In the US, the state of Louisiana has a high burden of hepatitis C, with an estimated 35,000 people living with the disease and the state’s spend on treatment circa $35 million annually. Given their current budget, the state has enough to cover fewer than 3 per cent of Medicaid patients and 1 percent of prisoners with the disease.

Some of the most innovative treatments for hepatitis C can cure the disease but come at a high per-patient cost. It would cost an estimated $760 million for the state of Louisiana to provide its hepatitis C population with the latest treatments. As result, the state reserves these treatments for the most severe cases.

The state is seeking alternative contracting models to improve patient access to innovative new treatments, improve patient outcomes and get the most out of its hepatitis C budget. The proposed model sees the selected pharma organisation providing unlimited access to its hepatitis C medication in exchange for an annual fee. The Louisiana Department of Health is aiming to have the model in place within the next year and a half, following federal approval of the scheme.

Ten other US states have also expressed interest in mirroring the subscription model should Louisiana be successful in gaining approval.
Part 4. Succeeding in the new value-based environment

For pharma to succeed in the current European market, the industry needs to be more constructive in their dialogue, communicative in their development intentions and market access strategies for a product, collaborative with stakeholders, and innovative in the models they deploy for market access and pricing.

Early dialogue can allow pharma to understand better the needs of regulators, payers, patients and HTA authorities

Given the differing evidence requirements of the EMA, HTA and payer authorities (such as NICE in the UK), products that have been approved for the market by regulators sometimes fail assessments used to decide reimbursement. Early dialogue allows pharma to understand better the scientific and economic considerations of the regulator and HTA and payer authorities early on, and to build and capture these parameters within the design of a clinical trial and downstream pricing negotiations. Early dialogue allows manufacturers to:

• increase the likelihood of product approval
• form a stronger basis for downstream discussions on pricing and reimbursement
• provide better planning for a product’s life cycle
• promote the collection of high-quality data
• build a better view of sustainable value
• reduce the burden of a clinical trial on the patients involved.

Early dialogue, especially with the regulator, is an established method pharma has used to increase the likelihood of market approval. Between 2013 and 2017, the EMA saw a 33 per cent increase in the number of requests for scientific advice, with 62 per cent of scientific advice applicants receiving positive opinions of their product in 2017.59

Achieving early dialogue discussions with HTA and payer authorities is a more difficult and nuanced task due to the differing assessment criteria used across European countries and the past requirement for manufacturers to contact appraisal authorities separately when seeking parallel scientific advice with the EMA. However, in 2017 this was changed, and the EMA introduced parallel consultations to replace the scientific advice procedure, allowing consultations to occur at the same time between the regulator and the economic assessor. It is too early to assess the effectiveness of this initiative but it does represent a significant step forward.

Prior to this, individual countries worked on a number of initiatives and pilots to support early dialogue, including the establishment of the European Network for Health Technology Assessment (EUnetHTA) in 2005. The EUnetHTA is a network of 80 organisations representing the 28 EU countries. The network collaborates on initiatives such as facilitating the efficient use of resources available for HTA, creating a sustainable system of HTA knowledge sharing, promoting good practice in HTA methods and processes, and supporting the use of early dialogue discussion with pharma and medtech across the EUnetHTA network (See Figure 13 overleaf).60, 61

Early dialogue allows pharma to understand better the scientific and economic considerations of the regulator and HTA and payer authorities early on, and to build and capture these parameters within the design of a clinical trial and downstream pricing negotiations.
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Figure 13: Early dialogue and joint advice initiatives occurring across Europe

- Pre 2005
- 2005
- 2009
- 2010
- 2011
- 2012
- 2013
- 2014
- 2015
- 2016
- 2017

- EMA Early Regulatory advice
- Tapestry Pilot Forum
- EMA-HTA Joint advice
- TLV/MPA Joint Advice Pilot
- NICE/MHRA Joint Advice pilot
- MBE/ZIN Joint Advice
- FAGG/RIZIV-INAMI Joint Advice
- TLV/MPA Joint Advice full launch
- AIFA Joint Early Dialogue
- EUNetHTA: Joint Action 1
- EUNetHTA: Joint Action 2
- NICE/MHRA Joint Advice relaunched
- SEED Pilot: with EMA
- SEED Pilot: HTA only
- MAPPS Pilot
- EMA: Parallel Scientific Advice
- EUNetHTA consortium formed
- NICE Early Dialogue
- G-BA Early Dialogue
- EUNetHTA: Joint Action 3

Note: date shows year in which process initiated
Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
However, the number of requests for parallel scientific advice and consultation remain low (see Figure 14), and when early dialogue is initiated, manufacturers may still be opting to seek dialogue with individual HTA and payer authorities.\textsuperscript{62, 63}

**Figure 14. The number of scientific, and parallel scientific and consultation requests received by the EMA, 2015 to 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Scientific advice requests</th>
<th>Parallel scientific advice and consultation requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Parallel scientific advice and consultations have been combined for 2017, of which there were 22 and 7, respectively. The parallel consultation procedure was introduced in 2017 therefore there is no data on parallel consultations prior to this year.

Source: EMA, 2018
There are a number of early dialogue options for pharma at a national, joint-national and multinational level (See Figure 15), and, as discussed earlier, a number of innovative contracting models that pharma can use.

**Figure 15: Early dialogue options available to pharma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsible authority</th>
<th>Negotiation Level</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Considerations on when to engage</th>
<th>Who to engage (e.g.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| HTA authority         | National          | • Depth of advice to tackle country-specific issues  
                        |                  | • Small market proportion  
                        |                  | • Influence HTA authority has over other agencies  |
|                       |                   | • Ability to change standard of care  
                        |                  | • Companies unlikely to change development programs to suite one market  
                        |                  | • Quality of advice  |
|                       |                   | • Close work with agency to set out criteria  
                        |                  | • May be difficult to engage if a well renowned assessor due to time constraints (i.e. NICE and G-BA)  
                        |                  | • Cost of engagement  |
|                       |                   | • May lack specific therapeutic knowledge  
                        |                  | • May be difficult to engage if a well renowned assessor due to time constraints (i.e. NICE and G-BA)  
                        |                  | • Availability of HTA assessor  |
|                       |                   | • Influence HTA authority has over other agencies  
                        |                  | • Quality of advice  |
|                       |                   | • Cost of engagement  |
|                       |                   | • Availability of HTA assessor  |
|                       |                   | • UK: NICE  
                        |                  | • Germany: G-BA  |
|                       |                   | • France: HAS  
                        |                  | • Italy: AIFA  |
|                       |                   | • Sweden: TVL  |
| Regulator and HTA authorities | Join-national (parallel) | • Depth of advice to tackle country-specific issues  
                        |                  | • Discussions may be dominated by regulator or one HTA body  
                        |                  | • When there is expected to be a difference between evidence requirements between the regulator and HTA body  |
|                        |                   | • Potential to drive convergence between regulatory and HTA requirements  
                        |                  | • No guarantee of the convergence of requirements  |
|                        |                   | • Potential to save time by combining meetings  
                        |                  | • For multi national product launches  |
|                        |                   | • Due to so many participants there is may be little time to discuss specific details important to individual agencies  
                        |                  | • For rare disease products as benefits will be similar across all nations  |
|                        |                   | • Potential for small HTA assessors to lose their voice and follow the stricter assessment criteria used by more established assessors  
|                        |                   | • EUNetHTA and EMA through initiatives such as the Shaping European Early Dialogues (SEED) project and parallel consultations process, respectively  |
| Regulator and HTA authorities | Multi-National | • Potential for large market penetration  
                        |                  | • For multi national product launches  
                        |                  | • EUNetHTA and EMA through initiatives such as the Shaping European Early Dialogues (SEED) project and parallel consultations process, respectively  |
|                        |                   | • Able to provide a broad perspective on evidence requirements across multiple countries  
                        |                  | • For rare disease products as benefits will be similar across all nations  |
|                        |                   | • Ability to engage multiple HTA assessors at once saving time and expense  
                        |                  | • EUNetHTA and EMA through initiatives such as the Shaping European Early Dialogues (SEED) project and parallel consultations process, respectively  |
|                        |                   | • Ability to understand areas in which there is divergence between HTA bodies and what is driving them  
|                        |                   | • Due to so many participants there is may be little time to discuss specific details important to individual agencies  |

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Better use of early access schemes can improve pharma market access

There are also a number of approaches that pharma can use to gain access to a market pre-authorisation. These are often aligned to the compassionate use of a product at both an individual and cohort level. Eighteen of the 28 EU member states have nationalised regulations in place that are well-defined.64

Some of these initiatives allow pharma to access markets through the donation of medication for at-risk groups of patients, such as the UK’s Early Access to Medicines Scheme and the German Compassionate Use Programme, but these initiatives carry no revenue for the donating organisation.65, 66

Other schemes in Europe allow the pharma industry to access a market pre-authorisation and derive revenue from a product, though usually for a short period of time. For example, the French Temporary Utilisation Programme (ATU), which can be used for individuals or cohorts of patients, allows the manufacturer to set the price of the product freely for one year – an extension of one year is also possible. However, if the product is launched, and a difference in price is found, the difference must be paid back. An overview of the schemes can be found in Figure 16.67

Figure 16. Types of early access schemes available in the EU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted pre-authorisation access</th>
<th>Accelerated regulatory decision making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Revenue</td>
<td>Potential for revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk cohort early access (donated)</td>
<td>France ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The UK Early Access to Medicines Scheme (EAMS)</td>
<td>Italy Special Use: Law 648/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain Temporary Authorisation for Use</td>
<td>Germany Compassionate Use Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy Compassionate Use Programme</td>
<td>Open-ended cohort early access (compensated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-limited cohort early access (donated)</td>
<td>Open-ended named patient early access (compensated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany Compassionate Use Programme</td>
<td>France ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-limited cohort early access (compensated)</td>
<td>Not in EU5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accelerated MAA decision</td>
<td>Accelerated reimbursement decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA Accelerated Assessment EMA</td>
<td>The UK NICE Fast Track Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional Marketing Authorisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Given the increasing amount of personalisation in pharma products and the smaller number of patients targeted for specific therapies, the use of pre-authorisation access schemes can allow pharma to gather evidence on a product’s safety and efficacy, gauge a market’s receptiveness towards adoption early on in a product’s life cycle, and provide patients with access to the latest medications. In Europe, there are a variety of schemes available, and there is widespread recognition of their importance to patients. However, to use them successfully, pharma should:

- collaborate more closely with patient advocate groups and doctors early in the development of a medicine to better understand the medicine’s appeal
- define outcomes measurements that can be captured through early access which can be used to support accelerated regulatory approval and economic assessments used by HTA and payer authorities
- define inclusion criteria for compassionate use with patients, doctors, regulators and payers (if applicable)
- accept that entering into early access schemes has risks such as the continuation of a programme should reimbursement be declined and increased transparency in a product with health care providers and patients, although potential benefits include possibly reducing the long-term risk associated with a product.

Service and technology partners can help pharma demonstrate value beyond the pill

In some European countries there are greater requirements for pharma organisations to provide services that better support patients, providers and payers. To this extent, the pharma industry has developed, or is looking to develop, partnerships with technology organisations which can provide services beyond the pill, as outlined in our 2017 report, *Pharma and the connected patient*.

With VBC and RWE becoming increasingly prominent, partnerships with technology organisations are occurring at all junctions of the pharma value chain, from drug discovery to sales and reimbursement.

Some partnerships have led to the creation of mobile apps that are able to support patients better with their illness while simultaneously providing live feedback on their condition and behaviours to them, their carers and clinicians coordinating their care (See Case study 4).

---

**Case study 4: Voluntis collaborations with pharma on mobile technologies**

Voluntis is a mobile technology developer that has collaborated with a range of large pharma organisations to create clinically approved mobile applications for patients and physicians. The therapeutic areas in which apps have been produced include:

- **Diabetes**: Voluntis collaborated with Sanofi and the French diabetes research institute (CERITD) to create a mobile application to better treat patients suffering with type 1 and 2 diabetes on a basal-bolus regimen. CE approved in 2013,70 the application, Diabeo, provides patients with decision making support and helps calculate personalised doses of insulin.71 The app also allows patients to be remotely managed through connections via telemedicine with healthcare providers.72 Clinical evidence shows that the technology provides a substantial improvement to metabolic control in chronic, poorly controlled type1 diabetic patients without requiring additional medical time and higher costs.73 It also created Insulia, for people with type 2 diabetes on a basal regimen, that also has the CE Mark and was FDA-cleared for distribution in the United States.

- **Oncology**: Theraxium Oncology is a solution that is designed to help empower patients to self-manage their symptoms through a mobile application and allows care teams to follow the progress of patients through a web application. The clinical algorithms supporting decision making are consistent with US and EU guidelines for symptom management in oncology. The mobile application allows patients to identify, qualify and report their symptoms, take action to self-manage their symptoms through personalised recommendations, know when they need to contact their care team, and gain knowledge about their condition. For care teams, the data fed to the web application allows them to quickly identify the patients who need the most attention, take quick action when needed, arrange follow-up meetings with patients and coordinate care more effectively with other team members. Voluntis’ oncology solutions have been used by both AstraZeneca and Roche to support patients undergoing treatment for ovarian and breast cancer, respectively.74
Other partnerships focus on the application of big data analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) to improve internal decision-making. For example, in 2016 IBM Watson and Pfizer partnered to use IBM’s cognitive technologies (i.e. machine learning and natural language processing) to accelerate drug discovery by allowing them to analyse and test hypotheses from large amounts of disparate data sources rapidly. Other opportunities arise from the need to improve operational and financial performance of a health care system by the life sciences industry collaborating on services, such as programmes to reduce prescribing errors (Case study 5).

Partnerships with technology and service-based companies have the potential to disrupt the market and fuel change; they also offer a number of benefits to the pharma industry and health care stakeholders alike that can improve market access and pricing discussions if developed early on in the life cycle of a product (See Figure 17). These collaborations require not only that external organisations come together but also that internal business units work towards the same goal.

Case study 5: Pfizer and University of Leicester Hospitals collaborate to reduce prescribing errors

The National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) estimates that avoidable harm from medication costs the NHS over £750 million annually in England. A 2009 study funded by the General Medical Council (GMC) found that junior doctors in their first and second years in practice make twice as many errors in prescribing as consultants, nurses or pharmacists. In 2013/14, Pfizer and University of Leicester Hospitals collaborated on the Effective Performance Insight for the Future (EPIFFANY) project, which aimed to improve prescribing competence, performance and attitudes towards safe prescribing and patient care among junior doctors. Two cohorts of junior doctors were rotated through the programme which comprised of four teaching components that incorporated real clinician and patient feedback.

Results from the trial showed:

- a 50 per cent decrease in medication errors made by the junior doctors who took part
- by the end of the four month trial, the junior doctors showed the same performance improvements as those with 12 months of clinical experience
- the potential to achieve £308,928 cost saving from avoidable medication errors
- the potential to avoid 489 inpatient bed days.

Following the success of the project, EPIFFANY is preparing for a national upscale across three further sites in the East Midlands, in order to evaluate the programme and to see ways in which it can be improved.
Figure 17. Tech and service based partnerships can provide a number of benefits to all health care stakeholders that can aid pharma product pricing

- Create new relationships and ways of interacting with health care stakeholders.
- Improve the operations and reduce the costs of health care providers.
- Improve the productivity and profitability of pharma.
- Differentiate its products from the competition.
- Capture, analyse and interpret data more effectively.
- Learn how patients use and respond to medication.
- Support patients to achieve better outcomes.
- Drive patient centricity by design.

Source: Deloitte LLP, 2019
Part 5. Next generation market access

The unique challenges facing European payers will determine the extent to which pharma are able to adapt and tailor their approaches to market access and pricing and continue to thrive. Pharma companies should be more agile and develop and enhance their core organisational capabilities to support market access and pricing in a proactive way throughout the life cycle of their products. This includes, developing a deeper understanding of payer needs, using RWE to capture a product’s value, managing patient data effectively, and building trust with patients and payers.

Earlier launch planning focussed on dialogue
Pharma should have a greater understanding of the specific needs and priorities European payers have when considering product development. For example, understanding at the outset of product development the disease and cost burden individual European payers are facing. Pharma should, at critical milestones in the R&D phase, plan and discuss the clinical need for a new product with payers across Europe. Engaging with payers earlier will allow them to target the right markets for their products and engage with patients and providers in much more constructive, collaborative and valuable ways. This should also help pharma develop products that meet the priorities of the health care system and the unmet needs of patients.

Innovative contracting
Understanding the clinical and financial needs of payers early on in the R&D process allows pharma to model, test and negotiate a variety of potential contracting solutions. Not all payers in Europe will be looking for innovative outcomes-based contracts when reimbursing a product, as they may favour more financially driven contracts such as volume- and portfolio-based contracts. Only through constructive dialogue can pharma adapt their pricing strategies to meet the needs required by the market they are looking to access. The success of innovative contracting will be contingent on pharma developing and deploying multi-disciplinary teams that can collaborate effectively with European payers to solve their most pressing issues and support their long-term sustainability.

Real-world value dossier creation: use RWE to understand system challenges, physician and patient experiences and the benefits of products and services
RWE represents a shift in the way pharma products are assessed for both clinical- and budget-effectiveness. At its best, and through working closely with payers and regulators, RWE can improve the access patients have to new medications, while simultaneously improving outcomes and allowing a pharma company to assess the value of its product outside tightly controlled clinical settings (See Case study 6).

Moreover, RWE is a technology and data-driven solution that also allows pharma organisations to gain an in-depth understanding of health system challenges, physician and patient experiences, and the benefits of their products and services, to the patient populations they serve, including the ability to demonstrate value in a more holistic way.

Understanding the clinical and financial needs of payers early on in the R&D process allows pharma to model, test and negotiate a variety of potential contracting solutions.
Case study 6: GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) utilising RWE to speed up patient access and improve the health of Manchester’s population

Running from 2012 to 2016 the Salford Lung Studies (SLS), funded by GSK (a global pharma company) and made possible by the use of an integrated primary and secondary electronic health record developed by North West EHealth (a clinical trials platform service provider), investigated the impact of its asthma and COPD medication Relvar in a 12 month phase IIib clinical study (pre-licence). Utilising early dialogue discussions with NICE and the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), the study team were able to design a trial, that if successful, would satisfy the safety and data collection needs of both stakeholders.

In a move away from traditional highly controlled studies, GSK worked with 80 primary care providers in Salford and South Manchester and took a RWE approach to the study. Asthma and COPD patients were eligible based on a GP diagnosis without the need for spirometry and without stringent monitoring of whether a patient was taking their medication correctly.

Through this open study design the trial was able to capture 2,800 patients, including over a quarter of Salford’s COPD patient population and 4,233 asthma patients. Additionally, the study used no placebo (the comparison was against the patient’s usual medication), the patient’s own physician as the clinical investigator and an electronic monitoring system (linking primary and secondary care electronic health records) to notify physicians of serious adverse events. This real-world population based approach to the study resulted in a number of key improvements over traditional methods of clinical trials, including:

- increasing patient retention with only 7 per cent of COPD patients dropping out compared to up to 30 per cent seen in traditional studies of similar duration
- improving patient access to new medications.

The study was also able to show how effective Relvar was in real life by reducing the annual rate of acute exacerbations of COPD by 8.4 per cent when compared to the standard treatment and improving control in asthma patients, where the odds of achieving or improving control was double in the group initiated on Relvar compared with the usual care group.

Build trust and understanding: be a collaborative partner in your therapy areas and build trust

The corporate reputation of pharma has been poor historically and remains a challenge. Research by PatientView, who conduct an annual study into the corporate reputation of pharma at a global and selected country level, found that in the UK, the percentage of patient groups who rated the pharma industry’s corporate reputation as “excellent or “good” reached an all-time high of 29 per cent in 2017, up from only 25 per cent in 2016. A poor reputation among patients and patient groups can detract from patient engagement initiatives. Indeed, research from our 2017 report, *Pharma and the Connected Patient*, showed that patient groups trust in apps produced by different developers ranked apps developed by pharma and biotech companies as the least trusted. They were also less willing to share data from their health apps with pharma compared to other developers. Despite this, patient groups highlighted a willingness to collaborate in the creation of apps with pharma. However, only 15.1 per cent of the patient groups we surveyed had been involved in co-creating a pharma health app to date.

Improving early patient engagement and feedback through meaningful collaboration with patients and physicians is a key capability required by pharma to ensure they create products truly needed by the end user. The most innovative of these approaches sees pharma organisations providing patients and health care providers with the tools to understand, manage and seek treatment for the conditions that are affecting them or their patients better (See Case study 7 overleaf). Moreover, pharma needs to ensure that data acquired from patients are handled in an ethical way, patient privacy is protected and data are stored securely as to not undermine patient trust and engagement.
Leo Pharma is a global pharmaceutical company that specialises in developing products and services for patients with skin conditions such as psoriasis. In 2015 it established the Leo Innovation Lab, an independent unit of the company that is primarily focused on making a difference to people living with skin conditions by developing e-Health and add-on devices solutions.84

With Leo Pharma and subsequently the Innovation Lab wholly owned by the Leo Foundation, the organisation has a corporate structure without shareholders and profits are directly reinvested into developing new solutions. This allows the organisation to be more agile and fosters an environment in which innovation can thrive and ideas be rapidly prototyped, allowing closer relationships with the users of their digital products to be built.85 The Leo Innovation Lab has developed a number of solutions for people with chronic skin conditions. These include:

- **Imagine**: a digital platform to improve prevention, monitoring and diagnosis of chronic skin conditions. By taking pictures with their smartphone, the users can track their skin lesions as they change over time through an app. This enables users to draw correlations with lifestyle triggers, assess the efficacy of treatments and consequently find the optimal treatment and life style change as rapidly as possible. The project is also harnessing image data to develop sophisticated AI that can assess flare-ups of the condition and within seconds determine the nature of a skin lesion. Currently, the platform has succeeded in diagnosing psoriasis with an accuracy of 91 per cent.

- **Studies&Me**: a digital recruitment and qualification platform for clinical studies. The platform is aimed at people living with a skin condition and allows them to find a clinical study based on information in their user profile and store-and-forward evaluations carried out by a qualified dermatologist.86

- **PsoHappy**: a global study that aims to measure the happiness levels of people living with chronic conditions, including psoriasis and atopic dermatitis.87 The initiative provides reports on the research to date, with the latest released in September 2018.88

- **Flaym**: an online community and mobile app for psoriasis sufferers with over 5,000 members currently registered. It allows those with psoriasis to share experiences on living with their condition.89

- **HelloSkin**: an ecommerce platform designed to provide patients with skin conditions such as psoriasis, eczema, acne and dry skin with transparent information about the most effective ingredients for their condition, and access the best skin products on the market to treat their conditions. The app allows patients to shop by need, type and ingredient, and the information and advice provided through the app are vetted by medical experts.90

- **Klikkit**: an Internet of Things tracking and monitoring system, designed to help patients follow treatment plans. The Klikkit platform is built from a smartphone app (available on both iOS and Android), a range of attachable smart buttons, and a remote monitoring Klikkit dashboard. The platform aims to help users overcome challenges such as forgetfulness or the fear of side effects. It also enables payers and providers to gain real-time insights on adherence to medication and remote interventions on patient populations.
Moreover, pharma should build stronger relationships with payer authorities in order to move away from transaction based interactions to ones that are based on long term partnerships, which promote collaboration and improve patient access to medicines. To be successful, this requires increased transparency between pharma and payers that clearly outlines the needs and constrains of both organisations.

**Build the skills and expertise needed for the future:**
**Consider the skills gap you have between technical and communicative expertise**

As the volume of health data grows exponentially, the success of pharma’s commercial activities will require new and enhanced skills and capabilities and embrace new ways of working. Specifically, pharma needs to develop capabilities in collecting, storing and analysing patient data and use this information to develop solutions tailored to patient needs.

To access the necessary skills and talent will require pharma companies to partner with others to jointly create and demonstrate value across a spectrum of areas, from deep technical expertise to communication and advocacy (See Figure 18). Pharma should also consider whether capabilities can be carried out internally, locally or centrally and which must be outsourced to partner organisations.

The success of pharma market access strategies will be contingent on the development and deployment of multi-disciplinary teams that engage early in the R&D process and have deep technical, problem solving, advocacy and communicative expertise to tackle country specific health care challenges.

On the technical side, the generation, collection, processing and analysis of RWE to generate payer insights requires:

- analytical skills such as data cleansing, data analytics, machine learning and AI in order to capture, analyse and generate insights in real-time that can be used to support individual or groups of products, and support patients, health care payers and providers

- health economics and actuarial population modelling skills to enable more constructive discussions with HTA and payer authorities, design solutions for particular populations, and develop risk-based innovative contracts.

On the advocacy and communication side, deep listening skills, empathy and design skills are needed to:

- listen to payer concerns, and generate, identify and capture health care insights on a European and country-specific level, and understand therapeutic alignment to an organisation’s expertise

- design evidence-based contracting strategies and market access options tailored to the specific needs of European payers

- scenario plan and progress through pricing negotiations to create win-win solutions

- work and engage effectively with a broader range of stakeholders, such as service and technology providers, to collect evidence to understand key payer challenges, and develop and deliver solutions that meet patient and system needs.

Realising these core capabilities will allow pharma to better define the strategic, tactical, technical and societal steps their organisations should take to ensure value is delivered across the life cycle of their products.

As the volume of health data grows exponentially, the success of pharma’s commercial activities will require new and enhanced skills and capabilities and embrace new ways of working.
Figure 18: A value map to improve pharma market access and pricing strategies

**Core organisational capabilities**
- Earlier launch planning focussed on dialogue
- Innovative contracting
- Real-world value dossier creation
- Build trust and understanding
- Build the skills and expertise needed for the future

**Communication and advocacy**
- Company value story
- Stakeholder engagement strategy
- Engagement story
- System dynamics
- Affordability

**Strategic**
- Pricing innovation
- Portfolio/franchise strategy
- Sub-populations
- Portfolio pricing
- List/net pricing strategy
- Combination pricing
- Systematic enterprise risk management
- Artificial intelligence/robotics
- Predictive analytics
- Adaptable pricing strategies
- Patient reported outcomes

**Technical**
- Multi channel for payers
- Objection handler
- Simulation/payer training and Mock-up
- Elevator speech
- Solutions strategy
- Key account management
- External partnerships
- Hospital formulary access

**Tactical**
- Compliance/Transparency
- Account simulation
- Trade excellence
- Tiered pricing
- Contract modelling
- Payer insight/Payer lab
- Negotiation pathway
- Real-world evidence

**Patient centricity**
- Loss of exclusivity

**Policy shaping**
- Health care insights

**Corporate social responsibility**
- Engagement story

**Engagement story**
- Innovation
- Build trust and understanding
- Build the skills and expertise

**Stakeholder engagement strategy**
- Multi channel for payers
- Objection handler
- Simulation/payer training and Mock-up

**System dynamics**
- Key account management
- External partnerships
- Hospital formulary access

**Affordability**
- Value chain analysis
- Negotiation guide
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Within this report, when the average of 16 European countries is discussed, the countries included are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. For the European average relating to pharmaceutical expenditure as a percentage of GDP in 2010, data from 2013 was selected for the UK as it was the earliest available year.
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